he met his future wife Myong Ja Kim, born in Seoul. They were married in 1963, and had the first of their two children, John. Kim's Phd ambitions were postponed.
Kim reference "Boolean matrix theory and applications", which grew out of his thesis and is still regularly cited.) Their interests were broad: MathSciNet groups their publications in 21 subject areas. They were unafraid of new fields. The final Kim and Roush paper, in 2006, was their only paper in tropical geometry: they proved a result conjectured by Develin, Santos and Sturmfels. They wrote one paper "On a conjecture of Erdős and Renyi"; Erdős gave an appreciative review. They were tenacious, working on some problems for years. They were prolific. Their work in symbolic dynamics contains elegant insights as well as constructions of brutal complication. They solved some difficult and important problems.
In this volume, focused on symbolic dynamics, we do not try to review all of this work. We review their work in symbolic dynamics, and their work on decidability questions in algebra and number theory. Biographical reviews of outstanding mathematicians typically contain a record of early honors and a meteoric path to mathematical prominence. Kim's story is notable for the ability and drive by which he emerged from difficult circumstances and went on to great success.
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